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• I brought this book as a tool 
for brainstorming, only. 

• This book is not a bible, but a 
chosen perspective to 
stimulate our conversation. 

• You can have different 
perspective and notions. You 
don't have to be the same 
with me. You have a right to 
do that. 

• Different perspective does not 
mean wrong perspective, as 
long as you can prove it 
logically and empirically. 

• It is all about the 'research'.  
• So, fantastic research is not to 

get empirical data within given 
framework, but rather to get 
different framework that can 
be proven empirically. 

• It is all about 'understanding 
the educational world' from 
your own standpoint.



• [activity] What is Education, learning, 
and knowing? Define the meanings by 
groups. . . 

Education Learning Knowing



Education Learning Knowing

Education is a pedagogical tool that includes the 
individual and the social content.

Learning is an internal process of individual 
growth which is lifelong and continuous.

Knowing is the expression of learning the 
start point of future learning

Education is a formal process that involves two 
or more people where all the actors start a 
growing path together. It's more specific 
compared to the other two processes. Focuses 
more on developing human values.

Learning is a growth continuous open 
process that comes from different incentives 
(formal, nonformal, and informal) that depend 
a lot on the different environments.

Knowing is a connected continuous 
process that involves knowing. Knowing 
how to be, knowing how to do 
(experience). 

(tautology?)

Education is a complex concept that is relatively 
with formal education and what you learn by 
relationship and parent is informal education. 
(Education is education?)

Learning is related with informal and 
nonformal education. (e.g. lifelong learning)

(So, what is learning anyway?)

Knowing is an acquisition of knowledge. 
It is a cultural baggage. Without distinction 
among formal, nonformal, and informal 
education.

Education is a building process that aims to 
create a personal dimension and a collective one.

Learning is the act of knowing something 
new.

Knowing is the result of our educational 
process. (Without education, no knowing?)

Education is: the whole of moral values; 
relationship; cognitive processes; 
development; emancipation; double meaning 
(educare - to lead / edere - tp development)

Learning is: schooling; formal; lifelong 
learning; the whole of competences and 
techniques.

Knowing is: dymanic; influenced by 
education and learning

Education is a process that concerns the 
transmission of cultural customs for 
development and growth of the person in society

Learning is the action of acquiring 
knowledge, skills, and abilities

Knowing is the result of information 
received through experience.

Education is ex-ducere - take out from someone; 
guide to learning to knowledge so to life. 

Learning is intentional process in order to 
improve skills. 

Knowing is informal way to get to know or 
to be informed about something; 
enrichment process; informal approach



Learning is an internal process of 
individual growth which is lifelong and 
continuous.

Internal process, growth Questions:


- internal process: where is 'internal'?

-
- What is environment? How it different 

from person?

-
- Learning is act of knowing. Then, what 

is knowing?  --> They said "knowing is 
the result of educational process" 
redundancy?


-
- Action of acquiring knowledge - what 

do you mean by 'acquiring'? 


- Acquisition

- Pulling out (Draw)

- Transmission

- Growth


Learning is a growth continuous open 
process that comes from different 
incentives (formal, nonformal, and 
informal) that depend a lot on the 
different environments.

Growth, open process, environements

Learning is related with informal and 
nonformal education. (e.g. lifelong 
learning)

(So, what is learning anyway?)

Related with education

Learning is the act of knowing 
something new.

Act of knowing new

Learning is: schooling; formal; lifelong 
learning; the whole of competences and 
techniques.

Competences and skills(techniques)

Learning is the action of acquiring 
knowledge, skills, and abilities

Action of acquiring knowledge. Skill , 
ability

Learning is intentional process in order 
to improve skills. 

Internal process, improve skills



Encyclopedia Britannica
Education, discipline that is concerned with methods of teaching and 
learning (in schools or school-like environments) as opposed to 
various (nonformal and informal) means of socialization (e.g., rural 
development projects and education through parent-child relationships).

Education consists of teaching and learning, Education is NOT socialization

(continues...) Education can be thought of as the transmission of the 
values and accumulated knowledge of a society. In this sense, it is 
equivalent to what social scientists term socialization or 
enculturation. . . . But, as society becomes ever more complex and 
schools become ever more institutionalized, educational experience 
becomes less directly related to daily life.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/discipline
https://www.britannica.com/topic/teaching
https://www.britannica.com/science/learning
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/environments
https://www.britannica.com/science/socialization
https://www.britannica.com/science/socialization


• To know.... = a starting point of human research.


• How can I 'know' a fact, like the earth is round?


• How can I 'know' that a fact (?), like my mind has grown 
up?


• How can we 'know' the external world? How teacher 
helps students 'know' history?


• Epistemology . . . a philosophy of 'knowing'


• Correspondence theory vs. coherence theory



• A triangle is a plane figure that has three straight bounding 
sides. 
• A triangle is one of many figures that has "plane figure"
• All the plane figure that have not three straight bounding 

sides are NOT a triangle.

• Education is one of ____X____
• All Xs that have not ____Y____ are NOT Education.

• Learning is one of _____X____
• All Xs that have not ____Y____ are NOT Learning



Education is a kind of ______________________
Education consists of ______________________
Education in NOT _________________________
___________________ are key conditions of Education



Finding out my Framework
• Your definition of education, learning, and knowing will fall into one 

(or multiple) of the following frameworks. You will identify, at the end 
of this lesson, which framework your definition mostly well fits in.


Standardized Education, focusing on societal needs


Authentic Education, focusing on individual possibilities


Democratic Citizenship Education, focusing on connecting  
individual with collective intelligence in contextual and situational 
conditions.


Systemic Sustainability Education, focusing on far more complex 
and self-referentially organizing 'learning system.'













I would say...
• Education is an intentional activity to facilitate learning. 

Education consists of teaching and learning. 

• Learning is an intentional (unintentional?) activity to achieve 
knowing. Learning consists of knowing.


• Then, what is knowing? Knowing is a fundamental 
phenomenon that constructs the notion of learning or education.


• The way we understanding the notion of knowing constructs 
different approaches to educational researches.


• For example, 



Truth is 'out there' and we point out the truth, or 'teach' 
the truth out there. But, really the truth is out there?



Again? The dichotomy of 'in and out': But, what is to be 
drawn out? Nothing is 'coming out'



Hum... now you 'draw in? Not draw out?' Should I always be 
dragged to somewhere else? I like to be staying where I am......



Teaching causes learning? So 'linear'? 



The higher we go up, the 
closer to Truth. 

The lower we stay there, the 
closer to False. 

God has answer, always.  
We have to do is... 



Reader (academic rank) 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The title of reader in the United 
Kingdom and some universities in the 
Commonwealth of Nations, for example 
India, Australia and New Zealand, 
denotes an appointment for a senior 
academic with a distinguished 
international reputation in research or 
scholarship. Academic ranks above 
senior lecturer and below professor, 

Lecture is to read 
a preset truth, 
which will not 

change forever, to 
students

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonwealth_of_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Zealand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senior_lecturer


• Standardized Education - "The society needs workers 
and citizens


• Authentic Education


• Democratic Citizenship Education


• Systemic Sustainability Education

Standardized Education embodied most of the stated assumptions







Learner is a container that contains knowledge objects, without changing it 
"Delivery error must not happen"



Education is to make people "normal"  
By delivering normal package of knowledge 



Beijing Normal University (1902) 
Illinois State Normal University (1857) 

Ottawa Normal School (1874) 
Ecole Normal Supérieure (1794) 

...... 
 



• Standardized Education


• Authentic Education - "you are so special"


• Democratic Citizenship Education


• Systemic Sustainability Education



Critique on Conduit Model 



Authentic Learning 
Advocates: "Learning takes 
non-linear movements. Every 
learner has authentic 
movement of learning"

Standardized Education 
Advocates: "Learning is 
transmitting objective 
knowledge, which is 
corresponding to the truth 
'out there."



• Standardized Education


• Authentic Education


• Democratic Citizenship Education - "we, together, 
situational context is important."


• Systemic Sustainability Education



Contradictory, 
competing 
knowledge and 
perspectives pulls 
out to every 
direction.  

Learning is 
situational, social, 
and we are 
constructing the 
truth together...



Participation, 
democracy in 
constructing social 
realities. Feminism, 
social constructionism, 
critical theory, etc.



Collective wisdom is better than one genius



• Standardized Education


• Authentic Education


• Democratic Citizenship Education


• Systemic Sustainability Education



Knowing is "Complex" phenomenon. 
Therefore, Learning and Education 

are also complex phenomena 



Previous Education seems to regard Human 
beings as superior, detached from the world

• Human beings are used to think to them as 
superior beings in comparison with other 
species and to the rest of the world 

• They are experiencing deep crises triggered by 
these beliefs (pollution, warming …) 

• Dichotomy: human VS nature / mind VS body 
• We need to shift the fundamental epistemology



Systemic sustainability education. 
• Education links human beings with the 

complexities he experiences.  
• For example: when talking about man and health 

we consider also:  
• personal and cultural, neurological and epigenetic wellbeing 

(micro level) 
• As well as ecosystemic and global wellbeing (macro level) 

•Human beings are parts of 
learning system (where “learning” 
connects with vibrant, living and learning systems)



We need Complexity Thinking to 
understand the world differently

• To help educators to comprehend the 
growing complexity of their role without 
feeling overwhelmed by this, we need to 
adopt complexity thinking: a 
transdisciplinary academic movement that 
is concerned to understand those systems 
that are learning/living 

• Complex = Gestalt: the whole is greater 
then the sum of its parts



Complexity: some definitions
1. Complexity is comparative dynamics 
2. Complexity is the study of emergent trans-

phenomena 
3. Complexity refers to a category pof 

phenomena with specific qualities 
4. Complexity is distinct from complicated 
5. Complexity is the study of learning systems



1. Complexity is comparative dynamics

Complexity refers to the 
ability to: 
• work structurally 

coupled with others 
(organs, persons, 
subjects, objects…) 

• Be responsive and 
adaptive 

Dynamic systems are active 
and energetic



• Emergent = cannot be 
reduced to fundamental 
parts; arises in the 
entangled interactions 
in the process; shows 
new properties and 
behaviours that are not 
being seen before in 
any other agent/
subsystem.

2. Complexity is the study of emergent 
trans-phenomena



2. Complexity is the study of emergent 
transphenomena

• Transphenomena: parts of grander systems 
! 

• To understand them we need to study 
across more levels of organization  
– Obesity can be triggered by genetic, viral, subpersonal 

reasons… 
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XS0i0b_K5_E





3. Complexity: phenomena with specific 
qualities. Complex forms can, 

• Self-organize 
• Self-detemine 
• Far-from-Equilibrium 
• Be organized in decentralized networks 
• Scale independent



“Drawing hands” by 
Dutch artist M. C. 
Escher

Self-organizational

Self-referential

Autopoiesis



Social Systems Theory: Relevant?
• Humberto Marurana 
• Niklass Luhmann 
• Autopietic system  
• System vs. environments 
• Operationally closed 
• “the concept of self-reference designates the unity that an 

element, a process, or a system is for itself(Luhmann, 1984/1995, 
p. 33) 
• “systems are operationally closed, and they rely entirely on 

internal operations(Luhmann, 2002, p. 64).”



4. Complexity is distinct from complicated 

• Complicated systems are predictable and 
result from the sum of their parts and 
follow linearity  
– physics, engineering 

• Complex systems cannot be reduced to 
their parts, they are spontaneous and 
unpredictable, are context dependent 

- (biology).



Complex .... A particular status that has some 
typical characteristics



5. Complexity: the study of learning systems 

• Complex systems are learners. 
• (Learners are a Complex system)  
• All living systems are learning systems  
• They adapt with and in other learning systems 

- interconnected, horizontally and vertically 
• They can be in conversation with others





Subpersonal and superpersonal level

• The study of education, we 
need to consider human 
beings in their complexity, 
connecting the subpersonal 
and the superpersonal levels. 

Education needs to link to: 
• Human sciences  
• Social sciences 
• Physical sciences 
• Complexity sciences



Let's come back to my last lesson. Do you 
remember my question? 

"Can a society be an agent of learning? I assumed 
'learning society' is a society that learns. 

Yes, it can. But still the learning at societal level 
does not work alone, but works interlinked with sub-
society level (which is individuals) as well as super-

society level (which is Environment or Mother Earth).



If, education is complex, 
then ...

• How should we adapt the complexity into designing 
researches, collecting data, and interpreting the research 
outcomes?


• If a society (as well as educational activities in it) is 
complex, how the characteristics (e.g. self-organizing, 
complex rather than complicated, self-determine, scale 
independece, decentralized. . . etc.) can be considered in 
our research methodologies? ... difficult question...



How to "Think systemically" in your qualitative 
researches? For example... 

How to understand the research object 
(teachers and learners)? 
How to understand the context, or the 
relationship between researcher, the 
researched, and the surrounding context? 
How to understand the changing processes 
(knowing, learning, teaching, human growth, 
perception, acquisition,understanding. . . )? 

... You tell me.


